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A breath-taking space exploration experience in Virtual Reality

Compatible with HTC Vive, Oculus CV1 and DK2.
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Entered the atmosphere on Earth and made a smooth ascent back to space, looking out the windows gave me vertigo and a
feeling of imbalance like that of being on an airliner, impressive.. Very relaxing. space tours are well crafted and educational..
Pretty amazing. Would love to see more realistic graphics, but the experience of flying around all solar system objects is pretty
great. The HUD and UI could use some work as well, so is the dead-voice of a robot, reading Wikipedia pages.. Very relaxing.
space tours are well crafted and educational.. Discovering Space 2 is awesome, literally so. It is visually gorgeous, informative,
and really thoughtfully implemented. When I was a kid I imagined touring the solar system, and this fulfills that dream. As
another reviewer said, this game obviously is a labor of love. Well worth the investment in my view.. Warning: Main branch
does not currently work with the Vive pro or Odyssey+ currently (no planets render). Only the original Vive, Rift, Pimax 5k+,
and Pimax 8k. But there is an update coming to the beta branch. Just tested with the Pimax 5k+ on large fov and is amazing. All
the planets render perfectly and it's extremely clear. Worked perfectly fine for me. The huge FOV and additional clarity the
pimax provides makes this really special and extra immersive. In the free roam mode flying into the procedurally generated
planets is amazing. The tours are also great. Highly recommend, this is the best chill VR space exploration experience available
(next to elite dangerous) this is easy to just pickup and explore.
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